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The Shubert brothers were theatrical managers and producers of the largest In , with borrowed money, the brothers
moved to New York City and and theater owners who literally controlled American theater in the early 20th century. and
Jacob directed frequently, their contribution to the theater was not artistic.

Then, in July , they had the great good fortune to put a musical named "A Chorus Line," which Joseph Papp
had produced downtown, in the Shubert Theater. In , Shubert lost its President, Bernard B. Jacobs, is
composed of six rather disparate men. In March , he filed civil charges against the executors of J. He would
know the King of England. Death, above all, made it something else entirely. Granting directors life terms is
unusual among foundations, experts in the field say, and this action was subsequently pointedly criticized by
the Attorney General's office. Chairmen at other drama departments also reported that Mr. Some, of course,
are repetitions. Eight or nine times annually, they convene for their Shubert Foundation board meeting, then,
without leaving their seats, reconvene for their Shubert Organization meeting. Jacobs, collectively known as
"the Shuberts," have perched at the helm of this integrated empire, serving as chairman and president,
respectively, of both boards. And on June 19, , Cats, with performance number 6,, became the longest-running
musical in Broadway history. Jacobs, and on September 17th of that year, Gerald Schoenfeld announced the
appointments of Philip J. Jacobs, a crusty, somber-looking lawyer who was in practice with his brother,
largely handling jewelers. When Mr. The indictment also charged that Mr. Since a fusillade of corruption
charges battered the foundation in the 's, the two have been loath to raise its decidedly low profile. They did
what anybody else would have done. In short, they wished to stockpile their wealth where no one -- especially
the Government -- could get it. The millions eventually will find their way largely into the Sam S. However, J.
The death of Lee in and the infirmities of J. Lawrence had sued Mr. Over the last century, the company has
owned hundreds of theatres and produced over five hundred plays and musicals. The only relative of the
Shuberts active in the business was Lawrence Shubert Lawrence, a grandnephew of the Shubert brothers and a
man felt to have highly dubious managerial qualifications. During the teens and twenties, the Shubert brothers
built many of Broadway's most important theatres-including the Winter Garden, the Sam S. Wall is a lawyer;
Lee Seidler is a retired accounting expert, and Michael I. Henceforth, the foundation -- and those who led it --
would wield all the power. Erlanger, which monopolized access to so many of America's 5, theaters that it was
all but impossible to book a tour without their approval. With the passing of J. Without it, the Shubert
Foundation would undoubtedly not have grown and prospered so. Lawrence made in court papers he died in ,
he had a running dispute with Mrs. It blossomed into a remarkable money machine that spewed forth millions
of dollars and solidified the Shubert empire. Under Mr. They had waited 40 years past his death to extend the
tribute, but then it is widely assumed that the true motivation, as with many foundations, was to lighten their
income taxes and eventual estate taxes. Occasionally the digitization process introduces transcription errors or
other problems. Shubert Brothers. In they booked "Equus," and more money poured in. Jacobs have talked
volubly about their shows over the years, they have rarely spoken about the foundation. Once again, the
consequences of sickness and death favored Mr. Thus, what happens to the dominion once the Gerry and
Bernie show finally closes will affect a crucial section of New York -- Times Square -- which, after years of
fits and starts, seems on the brink of extensive redevelopment. Schoenfeld said.


